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The high school bully romance genre has gained immense popularity in recent
years, captivating readers with its blend of drama, angst, and unexpected love.
Among the numerous captivating stories within this genre, one that stands out is
the Loving Summer Prequel.

In this article, we will delve into the fascinating world of the Loving Summer
Prequel, exploring the plot, characters, and the reasons why it has become a
favorite among fans of young adult romance novels.

The Plot and Intrigues

The Loving Summer Prequel takes readers back to the characters' high school
days, providing a deeper insight into their lives before the main events of the
series. It presents a rich tapestry of emotions, highlighting the complexities of
teenage years with themes of bullying, societal pressure, and, of course,
romance.
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The prequel centers around Summer Jones, a bright and ambitious young girl
who finds herself at the mercy of the school's ruthless queen bee, Harper Hayes.
Harper is not only popular but also known for her cruel treatment of those she
considers beneath her. However, beneath her seemingly invincible façade,
Harper hides her own struggles and secrets.

The story unfolds as Summer finds herself facing Harper's torment on a daily
basis, forcing her to confront her fears and question her own self-worth. Along the
way, she encounters a tight-knit group of friends who support her, including the
handsome bad boy, Caden Banks.

Within this backdrop of high school hierarchy and the harsh realities of teenage
life, a captivating romance begins to blossom between Summer and Caden.
However, their relationship is tested by the social pressures and consequences of
falling for the enemy.

The Characters

The Loving Summer Prequel introduces readers to a diverse cast of characters,
each with their own unique quirks and complexities:

1. Summer Jones:

Our protagonist, Summer, is intelligent, determined, and full of dreams. As she
navigates the treacherous waters of high school, she quickly becomes a relatable
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character, evoking empathy and admiration.

2. Harper Hayes:

Harper serves as the intimidating queen bee of the school. Her character adds
layers of complexity to the story, showcasing the struggles and vulnerabilities that
often underlie bullies.

3. Caden Banks:

Caden is the enigmatic bad boy who captures Summer's heart. With his
mysterious demeanor and irresistible charm, he becomes the source of both
danger and comfort for our protagonist, creating a captivating dynamic that
readers are sure to enjoy.

Why Loving Summer Prequel Stands Out

While the high school bully romance genre is vast, Loving Summer Prequel
manages to carve its own unique identity through its compelling storytelling and
well-developed characters. Here are a few reasons why this prequel is a must-
read:

1. In-depth character exploration: The prequel allows readers to delve into
the characters' backgrounds, gaining a deeper understanding of their
motivations and fears.

2. Realistic portrayal of teen struggles: The book explores the challenges
faced by teenagers, including bullying, societal expectations, and internal
battles, creating a relatable and authentic narrative.

3. Unconventional love story: The romance between Summer and Caden is
far from typical. Their relationship challenges societal norms and explores



the nuances of falling in love with someone considered an enemy, building a
gripping tension.

4. Thought-provoking themes: Alongside the romance, Loving Summer
Prequel tackles important themes such as self-acceptance, forgiveness, and
the power of inner strength, encouraging readers to reflect on their own lives.

In

The Loving Summer Prequel is a captivating addition to the high school bully
romance genre. With its well-crafted plot, complex characters, and exploration of
important themes, it offers a compelling and thought-provoking read for fans of
young adult romance novels.

Whether you are a fan of the Loving Summer series or new to the genre, this
prequel promises an exciting and immersive experience, taking you on a journey
of self-discovery and young love that you won't soon forget.
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Welcome to Hidden Falls High...the private exclusive academy in Malibu's hidden
community.

I was supposed to be ecstatic now that I finally had the chance to transfer to my
best friend and forever crush, Nat Donovan's school...

Only this was the year my long time crush, Nat Donovan, crushed me, and I
would never be the same afterwards.

For as long as I could remember, Nat Donovan and I had been best friends.
Every summer he and his younger siblings Drew and Rachel, and I would get
together and spend it at my Aunt Sookie's Malibu beach house.

So when I moved in with my Aunt Sookie and transferred to Nat's school Hidden
Falls High, I thought he would be happy. Only he wasn't.

Little did I know...the most popular boys at Hidden Falls High thought I was easy
target. The new girl. The girl who didn't belong...and they happened to be Nat's
best guy friends, The Knights of Hidden Falls High (#HFH).

Little did they know this girl isn't someone who would be easily crushed. Summer
Jones may seem like a nice girl, but I am definitely not a pushover. So bring it
on...

**Crushed is a YA/NA prequel book for that can be read as a standalone or as the
prequel to the soon-to-be-a-film series, Loving Summer Series (first published in
2012 and has continued growing as a series with spin-offs. Over a million copies
of the Loving Summer Series has been sold). Crushed is a bully romance and
touches upon issues such as bullying, self-esteem, self-confidence, and image. It



is appropriate for 17 and up due to language and some mature issues. If this
doesn't bother you, then dive in!

**UPDATE** Due to overwhelming demand from a poll on Kailin Gow's Kingdom,
CRUSHED will become a new spin-off book series, called Hidden Falls Academy,
releasing in 2020!
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